
Figure 2. Cr(III) precipitation 

Cellular locations of  Cr(III) precipitates in S. oneidensis 

MR-1 wild type and the mutants without MtrC and/or 

OmcA. (Aand B) TEM images of wild type. (C) TEM 

image of ΔmtrC. (D) TEM image of double mutant. (E) 

SEM image of wild type. (F) SEM image of double mutant 

(Belchik et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For many years, sea has received a large amount of metal waste from the continental coast and rivers, which cannot be degraded by through biological, chemical, or physical means to an innocuous by-product. 

Bioavailable metals exert toxicity in cells, Thus, metal-contaminated oceans pose serious ecological and health risks (Maier et al., 2009). 

Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 is a Gram-negative proteobacteria, which is predominantly found in deep sea anaerobic habitats, but can also reside in soil and sedentary habitats. It is able to use a wide range of 

terminal electron acceptors during anaerobic respiration as Fe(III), Mn(III) and (IV), Cr(VI), U(VI), As(V) or V(V) (Yin et al., 2011) and precipitate them extracellularly. Due to its dissimilatory metal reducing 

activity S. oneidensis MR-1 has been a target of marine bioremediation research. The aim of this bibliographic review is to study what are the characteristics that make Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 a very useful 

microorganism for ocean bioremediation.  
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Figure 1. Cr(VI) reduction 

Cr(VI) reduction kinetics of S. oneidensis MR-1 wild 

type and the mutants without MtrC and/or OmcA 

(Belchik et al., 2011). 

S. oneidensis MR-1 has two distinct mechanisms for metal location. It can respond to soluble forms 

of the oxidized metals, usin “energy taxis”, to detect energetically favorable environments. 

Moreover, it can respond chemotactically to reduced forms of these metals in the absence of 

electron acceptors (Bencharit et al., 2005). 

Figure 4. Metal reduction kinetics 

Reduction kinetics of metals in S. oneidensis MR-1 (Lall et al., 2007). 

Figure 3. Nanowires 

SEM image of wild type S. oneidensis MR-1 (Gorby et 

al., 2006). 

In absence of O2, S. oneidensis MR-1 can use metals as terminal electron acceptors through by the 

metal-reducing pathway (Mtr pathway), with machinery for transferring electrons from the inner-

membrane to surface metals. Cytochrome CymA is the entry point of the Mtr pathway. It is found 

in the periplasm, anchored in the inner-membrane. CymA is a quinol dehydrogenase, oxidizes 

quinol to quinone and transfers the released electrons to MtrA in the outer-membrane. Cytochrome 

MtrA is attached to MtrB, a porin-like protein anchored in the outer-membrane. The MtrAB 

complex facilitates the electron transfer across the outer-membrane to the terminal reductases MtrC 

and OmcA (Shi et al., 2012). 

Cytochromes MtrC and OmcA have a 

determining role in metal reduction. Strains 

ΔmtrC or/and ΔomcA have lower metal 

reduction rates than the wild type (Figure 1). 

Although the double mutant still reduces 

metals, the precipitates were found in the 

cytoplasm instead of in the EPS (Figure 2) 

interfering with normal Shewanella cellular 

functions (Belchik et al., 2011). 

S. oneidensis MR-1 has extracellular 

electrically conductive nanowires (Figure 3) 

which may facilitate extracellular electron 

transport. Mutants deficient in genes mtrC and 

omcA produce appendages that are 

morphologically consistent with bacterial 

nanowires, but they were found to be 

nonconductive (El-Naggar et al., 2010). 

Until now, no studies have analysed S. oneidensis MR-1 ability to reduce metals in the sea. Lall et al. 

did a in vitro study in 2007, measuring the reduction rates of Fe(III), Co(III), U(VI), Cr(VI) and 

Tc(VII) (Figure 4). The results showed that Fe and Co were reduced in a few minutes while reducing 

U, Cr and Tc needed hours. 

The characterization of Mtr pathway in S. oneidensis MR-1 has improved the understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms by bacteria reduce metals. The finding that the elimination of MtrC and 

OmcA reduces the extracellular precipitates demonstrate that these genes have a key role in the 

extracellular metal reduction as a terminal reductases.  

Under conditions of electron acceptor limitations, as would be in the deep sea, S. oneidensis MR-1 

makes nanowires to facilitate the extracellular electron transport. This and its ability of localize 

metals using "energy taxis" and chemotaxis makes this specie may gain a competitive advantage 

over other dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria in the colonization of mineral surfaces in the ocean.  

Even though there are studies in vitro that demonstrate that S. oneidensis MR-1 is able to reduce 

different species of metals, and there are experiments that calculate the kinetics of reduction of these 

different elements, it would be necessary to study Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 in situ, to determine 

the optimal conditions of this specie to reduce metals, and be able to use it to bioremediate the 

ocean. 
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